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 CASE STUDIES 

Introduction 
With 310 shops and 1500 employees throughout France, The Phone House is

the figure one retail merchant independent telecommunications in France. 

With its multi-approach, The Phone House has developed a alone expertness 

in all sections of the telecom market: 2G and 3G nomadic telephone, fixed 

telephone, broadband cyberspace, offers dual, ternary and quadruplicate 

drama and now offers double GSM-Wi-Fi. The Phone House France is a 

subordinate of The Carphone Warehouse ( listed in London ) . Based on its 

entire independency from makers, operators and mediators, the scheme of 

The Phone House France is based on the precedence given to the client and 

the nonpartisanship of the board. ( www. thephonehouse. fr ) 

With the intent of keeping good client relation, TPH works difficult for high 

client service criterions in their stores. The five mission statements of the 

company are the undermentioned. 

If you do non look after the client, person else will. 

Nothing is gained by winning an statement but losing a client. 

Always present what you promise. If in uncertainty, under-promise and over-

deliver. 

Always dainty clients, as you would wish to be treated. 

The repute of the whole company is in the custodies of each person. 
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TPH set out its scheme to construct services based its client base, CRM and 

retail web. The company ‘ s primary hereafter strategic attack is based on 

three primary aims: 

To go on to turn market portion in all the geographical markets on which 

they are by puting in new shops opening, accomplishing increasing 

productiveness from their bing estate and developing extra distribution 

channels. 

To maximise the life-time value of their clients, both by supplying a degree 

of service that encourages repetition concern and by placing relevant new 

merchandises and services where the trade name services and distribution 

give them an border over other providers. 

To go the prima alternate supplier telecommunications service.[ 1 ] 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF TPH 
Figure 1: Organizational Chart of TPH 

The Phone House 

Purchasing Department 

Insurance Issues Department 

Real Estate and Franchising Department 

Selling Department 

Auditing Department 
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Beginning: Adapted from Organizational Structure of TPH 

The organisational construction of TPH is based on the functional public 

presentation. TPH sections are created to carry through the organisational 

maps such as buying section are responsible for dialogue and purchasing 

from nomadic web operators ( MNOs ) and handset makers and keeping 

border. Similarly, the 2nd section take attention of insurance related issues. 

The 3rd section negotiates rental and the right to use stores. Auditing 

Department proctors to the map of the company in real-time inspects 

whether marks were met and implements appropriate alterations. Likewise, 

selling section looks after every facets of selling. 

MANAGEMENT IN TPH 
Good direction, in any organisation, plays a critical function in the overall 

development of the entity. The public presentation of the establishment and 

its employees depends upon the direction manner adopted by the 

organisation. Management, in the turning organisation like TPH, is important 

component for the long-run development of the company. It is non so 

necessary have an outstanding ability to take the organisation to accomplish

the end but what necessary is how you manage it. 

Drucker ( n. d. ) has stated that no establishment can perchance last if it 

needs masterminds or demigods to pull off it. It must be organized in such a 

manner as to be able to acquire along under a leading composed of mean 

human existences. 

In today ‘ s competitory concern universe, administrations are non merely 

confronting challenges of greater complexness than earlier, they have to 
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cover with them in an operating environment in which the force per unit area

of competition is pitiless, and the rate of alteration is increasing. To be 

successful and to last in the market, administrations need outstanding 

leaders who can present, systematically, the highest degrees of 

organizational public presentation to run into the organisational aim. 

Leaderships who combine a thrust for high public presentation with an about

obsessional focal point on people can take the organisation in long tally. TPH 

is a extremely turning organisation meaning to be a market leader in the 

industry. In order to accomplish its aim, TPH has to be managed decently in 

every facet. As employees are the greatest assets of the organisation, top-

level direction of TPH should ever concentrate on satisfaction of human 

resources. Karamanos ( 2008 ) in his instance survey mentioned that the 

growing in the figure of mercantile establishments and improved client 

service requires a growing in skilled forces, so TPH human resource scheme 

is important to the success of the company. In the present scenario, as the 

economic system is knowledge based, transactional leading manner will non 

work in long term. Therefore, TPH should utilize transformational manner of 

direction where human resources are every bit involved in every issues of 

the company. Every twenty-four hours should be the learning yearss for the 

workers, which can construct enthusiasm to the great extend towards the 

occupation provided. Strategic Level directors should seek to transform the 

operational employees by supplying preparation and development for their 

calling development. 

Figure 2: Transformational Leadership ( Management ) Model 

Individual Consideration 
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Intellectual Stimulation 

Inspirational Motivation 

Idealised Influence 

Charismatic Leader 

Transformational Leadership 

Beginning: Adapted from direction books. 

The leaders of the phone house should bear some magnetic characters such 

as appeal and grace, self-beliefs, clear vision etc. TPH leaders must utilize 

broad scope of methods to pull off their image and, if the 1s are non of 

course magnetic, may pattern attentively at developing their 

accomplishments. The leaders may make trust through seeable self-sacrifice 

and taking personal hazards in the name of their beliefs. One must demo 

great assurance in their followings and must be highly influential and do 

really effectual usage of organic structure linguistic communication every bit 

good as verbal linguistic communication. 

TPH should pull off to construct echt trust between the leaders and runing 

employees. The idealized influence is characterised by high moral and 

ethical criterions. 

Furthermore, to acquire the occupation done in proper mode, human 

resource should be wholly inspired by the direction of the organisation. So as

to actuate the employees, leaders of TPH should supply the challenging 

occupations and prosecute the workers in shared ends and projects. 
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Furthermore, fiscal and non-financial wagess can be provided to the work 

force for the good work done. As stated by Karamanos ( 2008 ) , Ninety per 

centum of TPH directors are hired through internal publicity, which shows the

focal point of TPH ‘ s direction in actuating employees by look up toing the 

good work done by them. 

Intellectual stimulation helps followings to oppugn premises and to bring 

forth more originative solutions to jobs. TPH on a regular basis consult with 

employees to acquire their position on issues refering their human resource 

policies.[ 2 ]TPH should non merely take position for human resource policy 

but besides try to affect runing employees in decision-making. 

TPH has developed a school of selling called “ The Phone School ” which 

allows Sellerss to develop accomplishments and construct long-run calling 

waies within the company.[ 3 ]Adopting the transformational leading 

manner, leaders of TPH should handle each follower as an person and supply

coaching, mentoring and growing chances. Using this method can develop 

following coevals of leaders and fulfils the demand to self-actualisation of the

workers. TPH can utilize on the occupation preparations programmes to 

educate staffs for the effectivity of the occupation to be done. 

Cardinal FACTORS CONTRIBUTORY TO THE 
PROGRESSIVE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE 
PHONE HOUSE 
The phone house, in current context, is a quickly turning company with 

major market portion in the industry. Bing the subordinate company of The 

Carphone Warehouse, it has made a progressive development in its fiscal 
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public presentation. The major ground behind the success of TPH can be 

identified as under. 

Increasing figure of mercantile establishments: The Phone House distribution

web is quickly turning which contributes towards the better fiscal public 

presentation of the organisation. Started in 1996 with first store at Avenue 

de Wagram Paris, it has come across with 310 shops until day of the month. 

In order to turn its market portion, TPH is be aftering to increase the figure of

mercantile establishments to 650 by the terminal of 2010 concentrating on 

high street and shopping Centres. 

Figure 3: Number of stores of The Phone House during the old ages. 

Beginning: Adapted from the instance analyze ‘ The Phone House in 2000-

2007 ‘ by Karamanos ( 2008 ) 

Competitive Price of the Merchandise: TPH sells its ain nomadic phone 

bundles at competitory monetary value by purchasing talk-time from Mobile 

Network Providers ( MNOs ) and Mobile Virtual Network Providers ( MVNOs ) 

and SIM-free French telephones from Original Equipment Manufacturers 

( OMEs ) like Nokia, Motorola etc, MNOs and MVNO ‘ s. Its end is to offer the 

same service bundle as an MNO mercantile establishment, but with the pick 

of different French telephones. By purchasing talk-time in majority, TPH gets 

price reductions from MNOs, if they reach a certain measure per month. 

Furthermore, SIM-free French telephones are purchased in cheaper rate from

OMEs. In add-on, OMEs gives one-year fillip to TPH if it can make the 

targeted gross revenues. Discounts from MNOs and Annual Bonus from OMEs

facilitate TPH to sell the merchandise in lower monetary value to the clients 
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that increases the gross revenues of the organisation and eventually hits the

net income high. Besides, TPH besides negotiates with the web supplier to 

convey the monetary value low and to do their offer more attractive. 

Cross Selling of the Merchandise: Cross Selling is really effectual manner to 

increase the gross revenues turnover of the organisation. The sale of one-

euro phone is non feasible concern theoretical account for retail merchants 

and it is barely a secret that accoutrements yield well better border than 

devices themselves[ 4 ]. TPH sells nomadic French telephones with or 

without web connexions and, in add-on, they sell the accoutrements like 

Bluetooth, earpiece etc which generates extra gross revenues volume and 

higher return. 

The comparative analysis of The Phone House and The Carphone Warehouse

in term of fiscal place is mentioned as under. 

Table 1: Net income Margin of The Phone House France 

Million US $ 

2006 

2005 

2004 

2003 

Gross saless 
353. 60 

277. 30 
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242. 30 

178. 70 

Net Net income 
6. 473 

9. 252 

28. 909 

5. 501 

Net Net income Margin Ratio 
1. 83 % 

3. 34 % 

11. 93 % 

3. 08 % 

Beginning: Karamanos, A. , 2008. The Phone House in 2000-2007. ESSEC 

Business School, Paris Singapore, p. 18 

Table 2: Net income Margin of The Carphone Warehouse 
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Million ? 

2006 

2005 

2004 

2003 

Gross saless 
3046. 40 

2355. 09 

1849. 01 

1841. 52 

Net Net income 
109. 39 

66. 41 

48. 13 

35. 87 

Net Net income Margin Ratio 
3. 59 % 

2. 81 % 

2. 60 % 
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1. 94 % 

Beginning: Annual Reports of The Carphone Warehouse 

During the twelvemonth 2003-2006, the turnovers of both companies are in 

increasing tendency and so does the net net income. However, the net net 

income border of TPH is non consistent as compared to The Carphone 

Warehouse. The TPH has earned 11. 93 % of net net income in twelvemonth 

2004, which is well high than other old ages. It may be due to different 

factors like the organisation must hold made considerable net income on 

sale of assets or the company may hold incurred really low sum in its 

disbursals ( administrative disbursals, involvement disbursals etc ) or the 

entity may hold derive a batch in other income. On the other manus, TPH net

net income border in twelvemonth 2006 is 1. 83 % that indicates that the 

organisation has non achieved sensible net income as compared to The 

Carphone Warehouse ‘ s border of net income. Analyzing the net net income 

border of The Carphone Warehouse, it is in increasing tendency with regard 

to its gross revenues, which shows that the endeavor is doing good money 

from the gross revenues. While the sale was $ 1841. 52 million in 

twelvemonth 2003, it was doing net income of 1. 94 % , which so increased 

to 3. 59 % when the sale was $ 3046. 40 million in twelvemonth 2006. 

The indicant of low net income border of TPH when compared to The 

Carphone Warehouse may be due to three grounds. The first is, TPH is 

passing high sum in its COGS, Expenses and Taxes, so could non able to 

acquire adequate net income on its gross revenues. In order to accomplish 

important border on its sale, TPH should seek to happen the ways to cut 
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down these three elements of its income statement. In the 2nd ground, TPH 

may be seeking to keep the low border in its gross revenues to increase 

gross revenues volume, which will decidedly be helpful to the endeavor to 

derive higher net income in long tally. This can be the greatest strength to 

the entity to derive major market portion. The company is seeking to supply 

Mobiles in cheaper rate to the clients to derive the client trueness. 

Maximizing clients ‘ life-time value can be really much fruitful to gaining 

control market portion and to be the market leader. The 3rd ground behind 

low net net income border of the company can be the increasing figure of 

mercantile establishments twelvemonth by twelvemonth. TPH is seeking to 

make every single client by opening stores in different countries that, in fact,

affects the net income of the organisation. On the same clip, increasing 

stores may non bring forth adequate return on investing to the company at 

present, but, in long tally, TPH can acquire adequate net income from the 

stores opened. In contrast, the strength of The Carphone Warehouse is its 

increasing gross revenues. In the same clip, the border of net income of the 

company is besides in hiking treand. 

The competition in the nomadic market is turning which is bring forthing 

challenges to both companies. As mentioned in the instance survey of 

Karamanos ( 2008 ) , since 2004, TPH is active in fixed telephone when it 

launched the talk-talk service. March 2004 saw the first move of the The 

Carphone Warehouse into the Continental European fixed line market with 

acquisition of Xtra Telecom in Spain. On the other side he has besides 

mentioned that as fixed based telephone is confronting a existent 

diminution, the growing of new nomadic phone connexions is decelerating 
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down and cyberspace is blossoming and the participants of the telephone 

market are noe looking for new chances. This means the diminution of fixed 

telephone can be the existent menace to both companies. At the same clip, 

if the MNOs bead the retail trade with the companies as Vodaphone and 

Orange did, can make great job for the endeavors. Therefore, TPH and The 

Carphone Warehouse should non merely concentrate on deriving the clients 

trueness but besides should seek to keep dependable relation with MNOs, 

MVNOs and OMEs. 

FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE CARPHONE 
WAREHOUSE 
Fiscal viability is about being able to bring forth sufficient income to run into 

operating payments, debt committednesss and, where applicable, to let 

growing while keeping service degrees[ 5 ]. The Carphone Warehouse is 

quickly turning organisation with considerable growing in gross revenues and

net income. In order to find its fiscal viability in short and long term the 

following information has abstracted. 

Table 3: Fiscal Figures of The Carphone Warehouse 

Sum in ? Million 

2006 

2005 

2004 

2003 

Current Assetss 
795. 85 
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574. 61 

433. 56 

306. 58 

Current Liabilitiess 
864. 95 

574. 44 

400. 14 

275. 31 

Entire Debt 
326. 74 

171. 28 

166. 04 

87. 34 

Entire Equity 
619. 00 

502. 94 

471. 84 

455. 59 
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Current Ratio 
0. 92: 1 

1: 1 

1. 08: 1 

1. 11: 1 

Debt to Equity Ratio 
52. 78 % 

34. 06 % 

35. 19 % 

19. 17 % 

Beginning: Annual Reports of The Carphone Warehouse 

Short Term Viability: Short-run viability of the company can be measured by 

current ratio. In the context of The Carphone Warehouse, the current ratio 

over the period 2003-2006 is in diminishing tendency. Where it was 1. 11 

times in twelvemonth 2003, it felled to 0. 92 times in twelvemonth 2006, 

which indicates the company short term liquidness place is in hazard. If the 

tendency remains the same, the company may confront liquidness crises, 

which will take incapableness of the company to run into the short-run duty. 

Therefore, The Carphone Warehouse should ever seek to keep the current 

ratio at least 1: 1 so that the investors may be satisfied about the liquidness 

of the company. 
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Long Term Viability: The debt to equity ratio of the company is increasing 

which means investing in assets are financed through debt instead than the 

stockholders capital which is non the good index to the entity. In 

twelvemonth 2006, the ratio is 52. 78 % , which shows the company is 

utilizing more than 50 percent debt. Generally, 50 % of debt equity ratio is 

considered satisfactory, but, in the instance of The Carphone Warehouse, it 

exceeds 50 per centum that shows company may non be feasible in 

investors ‘ point of position. As a consequence, the investors may be loath to

put in the company that can take the company to hazardous place. 

Therefore, The Carphone Warehouse should utilize stockholders equity 

instead than debt to finance its assets. 

In contrast, the Earning per Share ( EPS ) and Dividend per Share ( DPS ) of 

the company is trusty and can be said to be in feasible place. It is a good 

mark for the company its increasing EPS and DPS. Investors are ever 

focussed return of their investings and increasing EPS and DPS can take the 

company to the better place from investors ‘ point of position. 

Figure 4: EPS and DPS place of The Carphone Warehouse. 

Beginning: Annual Reports of The Carphone Warehouse. 

Decision 
Although The Phone House and its female parent company The Carphone 

Warehouse is making good in the present context, direction should be ever 

concentrate on the public presentation of the companies. The turning 

competition in the market should be the centre of attending for the 

companies, as the MNOs and MVNOs are seeking to make the prospective 
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client through its ain mercantile establishments. Furthermore, these 

organisations should keep a echt relationship with clients and good as with 

MNOs, MVNOs and OMEs to derive long-run stableness in the market. In add-

on, the companies should ever seek to squash its COGS, disbursals and 

revenue enhancements with competitory monetary value of the merchandise

to derive higher return on the investing. Opening several stores in different 

location is non plenty to derive the possible clients ; the entities should 

maximise the clients ‘ life-time value every bit good as motivate employees 

for the growing of the organisation. 
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